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Summary.  This paper addresses the problem of application of fractional order Iterative learning control (FOILC) for  complex 

human  arm-support system which can be modelled as nonlinear singular system of fractional order. An algorithm of a new strategy 

for the FOILC implementation is proposed.Sufficient conditions for the convergence in the time domain of a proposed ILC schemes 

are given by the corresponding theorems and proved.  Finally, a numerical simulations show the feasibility and effectiveness of the 

proposed approach.  
 

Introduction 

 

Iterative learning control (ILC) is one of the recent topics in control theories which belongs to the intelligent control 

methodology, iteratively improves the behavior of processes that are repetitive in nature, [1]. The basic idea of ILC 

scheme is, emulating human learning, to use information from previous operation in an attempt to improve 

performance in a finite time interval from repetition to repetition in the sense that the tracking error is sequentially 

reduced to zero. In that way ILC is the most suitable for repetitive dynamics and as opposed to traditional controllers, 

it has unique features such as the structural simplicity, the perfect output tracking,  delay compensation, and requires 

less a priori knowledge about the controlled system in the controller design phase as well as  less computational effort 

than many other kinds of control. In terms of how to use tracking error signal of the previous iteration to form the 

control signal of the current iteration, ILC updating schemes can be classified as P-type, D-type, PD-type, and PID 

type.In real application, an ILC scheme is usually performed together with a proper feedback controller for 

compensation, where we often design a learning operator for the closed-loop (on-line ILC) systems that have 

achieved a good performance. Since the theories and learning algorithms on ILC were firstly proposed, ILC has 

attracted considerable interests [2] due to its simplicity and effectiveness of the learning algorithm, and its ability to 

deal with the problems associated with nonlinear, time-delay, uncertainties, and, recently, singular systems. During 

the past years, singular systems have attracted attention of a lot of researchers and these systems play important roles 

in modelling and analysing a lot of practical systems, such as such as robotic systems [3], mechanical systems, 

electrical circuits, [4] etc. Namely, theory of singular systems shown to be very useful in describing of various 

dynamical systems because one can obtain more precisely models for the realization of different practical systems, 

[4]. From the control point of view, it is also necessary to study the ILC algorithms for singular systems, which have 

repetitive dynamics. Also, increasing attentions are paid to fractional calculus (FC) and its applications in various 

science and engineering fields, [5], and recently, in control issues and modeling of fractional order singular systems 

[6].  Moreover, the application of ILC to the fractional-order system has become a new topic, [7,8] the existing 

fractional-order ILC methods for fractional-order systems only focus on the non-singular systems. For the first time, 

ILC for fractional order singular systems is suggested in paper [9], where it is introduced robust feedback  second 

order ILC  control for a given class of  uncertain  fractional order singular system. 

In this work, we will study  ILC control issues for a dynamic model of the arm-support system (robot-assisted 

therapy) modelled as nonlinear system, to solve the trajectory tracking problem of given nonlinear system. In 

addition, for the new fractional derivative model of this kind of singular system, [10], feedback PD
α
 type of  

fractional order ILC will be applied and examined for changes of  gain parameters of  proposed ILC scheme. Finally,  

simulation results will be presented in order to verify applicability and the effectiveness of the proposed learning 

control. 

 

Problem formulation 
 

Biomedical robotics has attracted many researchers who developed and significantly improved different treatments 

and medical procedures. Particularly, the concept of robotics assisted therapy is one of the most important issues in 

social robotic research where various robotic devices are proposed to help stroke patients and physiotherapists during 

the rehabilitation training, [11]. However, the design of the control system remain one of the main difficulties 

specially when intending to realize predefined complex movements and recovering at the same time motion and force 

human capabilities. In addition, in paper [10] it is shown that fractional models are more adequate to describe human 

arm behaviour; the are simpler, more exact and with less  parameter uncertainty. One of the reasons is due to fact that 

muscles show viscoelastic behaviour, and they can also be modelled using fractional derivatives. 

Consequently,mathematical models for the described class of complex systems contain fractional order differential 

equations with an associate algebraic equation, which outlines constrained system  dynamics. Here,such a system is 
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considered to be a fractional order nonlinear singular system described by the pseudo-state space and output 

equations:  

1 1 1 1( , ) ( ) ( ), 0 1i i i iED (t)= f t x B t u t
α α+ + + ++ < <x                (1) 

                     1 1( ) ( ) ( ),i it C t t+ +=y x
                                                                                (2)                      

Here,  the left Caputo fractional order operator is used, : 

                                                             (3) 

 

                                       Figure 1. Block diagram of closed-loop PDα
iterative learning control for a nonlinear  singular system 

 

In this work, beside ILC of integer order [11], fractional order ILC control of a complex dynamic model of the arm-

support system as nonlinear  singular system is proposed as follows, (Fig.1):  

( ) ( )1 1 0 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i t iu t u t t e t t D e tα
+ + += + Γ ⋅ + Π ⋅ ,                                                   (4) 

where ( ) ( ),t tΓ Π are gain matrices of appropriate dimensions, i -denotes ith-iteration and t is the time within the 

operation interval .  A sufficient condition for convergence of a proposed feedback ILC will be  

given and proved. Proposed feedback PD
α
 type of fractional order ILC will be examined for changes of gain 

parameters of  proposed ILC scheme. 

Conclusions 
 

This paper studies the problem of control a complex dynamic model of the arm-support system. This complex system 

can be modeled as nonlinear singular system of fractional order. To the best of our knowledge for the first time, one 

fractional order feedback PDalpha type of ILC scheme is proposed to solve the trajectory tracking problem of 

nonlinear singular system of fractional order. The sufficient conditions for the convergence in time domain of a 

proposed ILC were given by the corresponding theorem and proved. 
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